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Reading data from electronic LED displays (CMP)
Take picture with the phone of an electronic device with the 8 segment display and pre-process it.
Locate the display in the picture. Read the information (time to finish the laundry,
microwave data etc.). Interpret the information (TTS synthesis) and present it to the user  ...
http://informatika.fel.cvut.cz/googleoi

Navigation based on Google Maps API, GPS, Wifi, BTS etc. (ATG)
Learn a route - navigate a blind person. Non-blind takes a phone and walks through specific path.
During the walk, the non-blind puts to the phone obstacles and additional info.
In the second phase, the blind walks with the phone and the phone navigates him automatically  ...
http://informatika.fel.cvut.cz/googleoi

Navigation from anywhere to home using public transportation (ATG)
Create an application where you can: set a permanent target address (e.g. home), localize
the phone and find nearest bus/subway/train stops, plan the route home (using IDOS) and show
a set of alternative plans, estimated time, when to leave to catch the bus ...
http://informatika.fel.cvut.cz/googleoi

Mission backup, Call centrum support (ATG)
Use the phone camera in non-standard situation. The blind tells the phone that this situation
occured. The phone starts taking pictures of surrounding and these pictures are sent to
the predefined phone number - “Friend on Phone” that provides support to the blind person ...
http://informatika.fel.cvut.cz/googleoi

Create an Augmented reality application (ATG)
Develop an application that would inform the user (visually or verbally) what is around him.
Extract various data from Google Maps and integrate this information into the picture from
the camera (using compass and GPS) Interpret the visual information to the blind person  ...
http://informatika.fel.cvut.cz/googleoi

Two diploma theses proposed by CMP
This task will be assigned to two students, i.e. two diploma theses will be offered on this
topic. Specific information will be given by thesis supervisors from CMP ...
http://informatika.fel.cvut.cz/googleoi
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